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About the Journal 

This journal is published, annually, with an aim to assimilate wisdom of the past, new 

ideas- innovations of the present and visions – dimensions of the future into one. It 

provides a powerful forum to the academicians,  professionals and research scholars 

to showcase their professional excellence through positive criticism, healthy discourse 

and thoughtful interactions in their write-ups. It promotes research, recent 

developments and new theories in the vast gamut of literature, culture, social studies 

and humanities. It further aims to project and encourage the ethical scholarship and 

research activities by exchanging new ideas in the fields of social, economic, political, 

literary and moral issues and concerns. This journal would provide a deeper insight 

and extended scope to new researchers to find materials for further research. 

Advanced technology and globalization have definitely contributed to the 

dissemination of  knowledge, but this journal presents new perspectives to implement 

that knowledge in various fields in a very systematic and comprehensive way. 

In the first issue of this journal, we have made a humble attempt to raise new ripples 

in the ocean of knowledge by bringing new insights through a rich blend of research 

papers which focus on-exigency of Corporate Social Responsibility, the impact of 

liquidity management in commercial banks, new horizons of Indian Economy, the 

hazards of video games, key factors of juveniles’ behavior, environment-friendly 

Buddhist ethics, the current status of feminism, Film-studies, racial chauvinism, 

revisiting texts of authors of English and Hindi domains and many more. 

Only original – standard contributions are invited which should follow word limits of 

2000 to 4000 words conforming to the latest edition of MLA Hand Book to the 

editors and copy right regulations. The decision of referees/editors regarding the 

approval, editorial changes and amendments in the manuscripts will be non-

negotiable. The responsibility of the opinions, criticisms and factual information 

provided in the articles will entirely be of the respective authors and not of editors. 

The next issue of Vision Ahead invites unpublished- original research papers by the 

end of October, 2023. 
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